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About Hack in the Class
The Hack in the Class Foundation (HITC) wants to improve the knowledge of 
students in primary and secondary schools about technology, hacking and 
internet security. Its mission is to teach children how to use technology safely, 
and to equip them with knowledge and skills to move around the internet freely
and safely.

The current generation of children grows up in a world where technology is 
everywhere. Children come into contact with digital resources at a young age. 
They make daily use of technology, such as social media and channels such as 
WhatsApp , TikTok and SnapChat. They are expected to make decisions on what
to share and what not. They must also defend themselves against the ways in 
which hackers operate. In addition, there are smart kids who go out to 
investigate themselves and hack into something by accident. Children are 
expected to know how to handle all these things. 

Hack in the Class has the mission to teach children how to use technology 
safely. We want to make our younger generation aware of the online dangers 
and equip them with knowledge and skills to use internet technology in a 
responsible way, such that they can move around the internet freely and safely.

Our mission is not limited to only students in their own classroom, we also offer
sessions to educate parents and teachers, such that they can help guide our 
new generation in a safely manner. We are present at various events 
throughout the year and we travel around the world to execute our mission. 

We value deeply that education is free and available to anyone who is 
interested in learning. Therefore all our teaching materials are available under 
the CC BY-SA licence1. This means that our materials can be used both 
commercially and non-commercially, as long as our materials are credited and 
any derivates of our works are carrying the same CC BY-SA license. 

1 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/   

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/


About the foundation

Our first HITC workshop were given in 2016. In this year we also did our first 
event during Alert Online 2016 where the Dutch YouTuber ‘Enzo Knol’ was also 
present. After giving workshops at schools for various year the foundation was 
formalised to a legal entity in 2018. We received an ANBI (charitable 
organisation) status in 2019. 

The board consists of:
Chairman Stephanie Silvius stephanie@hackintheclass.org
Secretary Ad Buckens ad@hackintheclass.org
Treasurer Rieks Eleveld rieks@hackintheclass.org
General member Hans van de Looy hans@hackintheclass.org

Sponsor levels
There are 4 sponsor levels with the option to add a ‘Plus’ status on each 
sponsor level. The ‘Plus’ status means that an organisation has agreed to 
support the foundation for the next 5 years.

 Guru € 20.000

 Elite € 10.000

 Pro € 5.000

 Newbie € < 5.000

Guru
****

Elite
***

Pro
**

Newbie
*

Logo in gold section X

Logo in silver section X

Logo in bronze section X

Logo in supporter section X

Company name mentioned on social 
media

X X X

Workshops at school or for social 
groups chosen by your organisation

X X

Twice a year workshops by HITC for 
children of your employees

X

Once a year workshops by HITC for 
your employees

X

Yearly interview with HITC for 
(internal) marketing

X X

HITC sponsor certificate X X X X

Company name mentioned in the 
HITC newsletter

X X

€ 20.000 € 10.000 € 5.000 € < 5.000

mailto:hans@hackintheclass.org
mailto:rieks@hackintheclass.org
mailto:ad@hackintheclass.org
mailto:stephanie@hackintheclass.org


The ‘Plus’ status allows for the following additional benefits and can be added 
to any of the mentioned sponsorship levels. 

Plus

Logo on HITC hoodies X

Company goodies may be handed out during workshops X

Logo on flyers, booklets, etc. X

All mentioned values are per year and excluding VAT.

Example:

Getting a Gold ‘Plus’ status means you get all the benefits from the gold level, 
including the benefits from the ‘Plus’ status. The ‘Plus’ status can also be 
applicable on the silver and bronze levels. 

Hack in the Class guardians

Saumil Shah is the founder and CEO of Net Square, providing cutting edge 
information security services to clients around the globe. Internationally 
recognized speaker and instructor. and author of "Web Hacking: Attacks and 
Defense" and "The Anti-Virus Book".
 

Astrid Oosenbrug – social entrepeneur in IT. Treasurer of DIVDnl, chairman of 
COCNederland and Open Source and Government, ex-politician.

“If there’s a sincere and well planned approach to imparting 
cyber safety training to young students, it is Hack in the Class. 

I have been honoured to have participated as a volunteer. 
The HITC crew teach with love and care. It is what makes their 

programmes resonate with the students.” – Saumil Shah

“The power of Hack in the Class is that they introduce a 
wide group of students in a nice manner to information 

security, while at the same time scout for young and 
exceptional hacking talent.” – Astrid Oosenbrug

“The workshops at schools are a perfect occasion to 
discover those kids who have a natural feel for 

information security. During the workshops there are 
always a few students that are willing to talk about their 
experiences with hacking. This is an excellent moment to 

talk about what is and isn’t allowed.” – Chris van ‘t Hof



Chris van ‘t Hof – Presenter, internet researcher and writer of the book 
‘Helpende Hackers’ and host of HackTalkNL. Secretary of Dutch Institute for 
Vulnerability Disclosure.

Some of our other guardians are: 
• Edwin van Andel - CEO of Zerocopter and public speaker in cyber 

security.
• Daniël Verlaan – in January 2019 Dutch journalist Daniel contacted Hack

in the Class to be featured in a news item for RTL Nieuws. He considers 
the Hack in the Class initiative extraordinary, news worthy and thinks it 
requires more attention. The full article (in Dutch) can be found at 2.  

• Floor Jansen – Team Lead Cyber Offender Prevention Squad - COPS - bij 
Politie Nederland 

Additional information
Hack in the Class foundation
Zangvogelweg 120
3815DP Amersfoort
The Netherlands

Website: https://hackintheclass.org
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/hack-in-the-class/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/hackintheclass 

IBAN: NL64 RABO 0328 9954 52
KvK: 71102108
RSIN: 858579881

PGP Fingerprint: 3C0E 8354 964B CCF7 2915 77F9 42CB BA42 77AD 2DCA

Partners

2 https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/tech/artikel/4555236/hacken-de-klas-hack-class-hackles-scholieren-  
jongeren-wachtwoord-fortnite 
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Interested?
Please contact the Hack in the Class board at: board@hackintheclass.org. 

Phone: +31 30-369 0219

mailto:board@hackintheclass.org

	Example:

